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dEdge
dEdge delivers real-time protection for mobile and web applications by gathering

About dEdge

extensive device information, identifying device manipulations, and delivering accurate
device IDs, risk signals, and scores.

Mobile and web applications are uniquely susceptible to fraud, and fraudsters are using advanced tactics such as root, hook,
and emulators to change device identifications and launch large-scale attacks. Existing solutions—unable to effectively detect
these sophisticated manipulations—continue to allow highly damaging attacks to slip through.
DataVisor’s dEdge is expressly built to protect against attacks from hijacked devices—no matter what techniques fraudsters
may use to manipulate them—and deliver accurate signals, device IDs, and scores. When used in combination with other
DataVisor machine learning solutions, dEdge empowers clients to uncover known and unknown threats and attacks early and
to take action with confidence.
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KEY BUSINESS BENEFITS

Enhanced Customer Experiences

Scalability and Cost Savings
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INTEGRATION
Provides seamless integration with DataVisor’s product suite. Supports both cloud and on-premise environments.
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ABOUT DATAVISOR
DataVisor is the leading fraud detection company powered by transformational AI technology. Using proprietary unsupervised machine
learning algorithms, DataVisor restores trust in digital commerce by enabling organizations to proactively detect and act on fast-evolving
fraud patterns, and prevent future attacks before they happen. Combining advanced analytics and an intelligence network of more than
4.2B global user accounts, DataVisor protects against financial and reputational damage across a variety of industries, including financial
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